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Making IT a desirable career destination

When a young child is quizzed by a relative or friend about what they dream of doing, the list might include astronaut, doctor 
or footballer. It is unlikely to result in a child stating they dream of becoming a cyber security expert.

Some of that is down to the speed with which that career has developed and the lack of role models and well-trodden 
career paths into the industry. But much of it is down to the wider problems that the tech industry faces in attracting talent. The dis-
cussion here is about security skills, but it takes place against a wider background of IT still being seen by many as a male-dominated 
profession that requires technical knowledge. That perception 
will take a while to change. 

Time is also a factor in the efforts being made in the education 
system, with that also taking a few years to produce a batch of 
graduates with the right skills. There is a serious shortage of 
people who can address the challenges in the cyber security 
world. It has been well documented and has forced govern-
ments to act and the industry to take up the responsibility of 
trying to find an answer. Some of those answers have included 
apprenticeship schemes, graduate programmes and upskilling 
existing staff. Plenty of examples have emerged in recent years, 
and the momentum is not likely to stop given the size of the 
skills gap and the constant flow of threats.

The channel is not just about delivering technology now, but 
plays a role in ensuring it can be delivered in the future – and 
that means making it more attractive for kids to come and work in the IT industry.

Plenty is being done and the industry has already stepped up, with the introduction of cyber security challenges and government 
awareness programmes. The key is to keep raising that awareness so children of the future see it as a valid career path. n

Simon Quicke, editor
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Ahead of last month’s SAP Sapphire Now partner and cus-
tomer conference in Orlando, Florida, Luis Murguia, senior vice-
president of global customer and partner operations at SAP 
Business One and Business ByDesign, responded to questions 
around the vendor’s channel position.

WHat is Happening in tHe cHannel rigHt noW?  
are partners WHere you Would like tHem to be?
It’s the same for the channel as it is for the internet: content is 
king. We are seeing a tremendous shift in the VAR [value-added 
reseller] channel – from reselling technology to offering end-to-
end industry-specific solutions. 

VARs are building software development capacity to package 
their unique industry expertise into simple-to-deploy industry 
applications. In North America, MWAi is becoming the premier 
channel, reinventing the imaging and copier dealer industry. 
Instead of simply being another ERP [enterprise resource plan-
ning] reseller, it has built very strong industry capabilities on top 
of SAP Business One, and along the way, it will pave the way for 
the digital transformation of a whole industry in North America. 
It is the way to go.

WHat are tHe tHemes for tHe second Half  
of tHe year going to be WitH partners?
The acceleration of cloud adoption, on the basis that cloud is seen 
as the ideal platform to deliver technology solutions to custom-
ers. The cloud shifts the ownership of customer success onto 

SAP giveS PArtnerS  
leAding role

The software vendor’s 
senior channel executive, 

Luis Murguia, discusses 
the importance of its 

reseller base with  
Simon Quicke
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the technology vendor and channel partner. In the ‘on-premise’ 
deployment world, it is the customer’s problem to deal with 
servers, backup processes, uptime, version updates, security 
patches and so on. The cloud moves all of these processes away 
from the customer, ensuring they only need be concerned about 
the uptime and service levels of the cloud solution. 

This requires a massive mindset change, and a strong cloud 
infrastructure (automation tools, password reset self-service and 
so on) with the channel partners 
and the technology vendors. 

Many channel partners get it – 
Orchestra Software is doing amaz-
ing things in the craft beer industry 
with its OrchestratedBEER cloud 
solution. Our efforts are to enable 
their journey into the cloud.

in tHe past, sap Has Worked 
WitH tHe cHannel to open up 
tHe mid-market. do tHose 
efforts continue and HoW  
are tHey going? 
At SAP, partners are at the centre of everything we do with cus-
tomers. Our partner ecosystem has close to 17,000 partners 
worldwide. Their impact is clear. For example, just in the first 
quarter of this year, more than 70% of all new SAP S/4 Hana 
customers came through indirect channels. The number climbs 
to 99% with SAP Business One. 

A key milestone was met in Orlando at the SAP Global Partner 
Summit, when we kicked off the SAP Intelligent Enterprise strat-
egy. This is the combination of an integrated ERP suite, with a 
robust cloud platform, powered by intelligent technologies like 
data-driven machine learning. 

SAP will pave the way for companies to succeed in the digital 
economy – and our partners will be with us, all along the way.

Has a sHift to cloud Had 
a big impact on cHannel 
partners and tHe Way  
sap Works WitH tHem? 
We are constantly looking to 
introduce new services around 
the cloud for our channel part-
ners. For example, we reinvented 
our award-winning PartnerEdge  
partner programme. 

Last year, we introduced Cloud 
Choice Profit Option, where SAP 
takes over the burdensome pro-
cesses of invoicing and collecting 

the cloud subscriptions, and guarantees the margin of a cloud 
deal to the channel partner. It allows them to reduce their general 
and administrative (G&A) operating costs of doing business in 
the cloud, by leveraging the scalability of SAP financial systems 
and processes. Today, a significant part of SAP’s indirect cloud 
business flows through the Cloud Choice Profit Option. n

Q&A

“in the first quarter of this 
year, more than 70% of all 

neW sap s/4 hana customers 
came through indirect channels. 

the number climbs to 99% 
With sap business one”

Luis Murguia, saP
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Pure Storage seeks partner commitment
Vendor cuts ribbon on fresh partner programme and sets out an ultimatum for partners, writes Christine Horton

Pure Storage has announced a series of changes to its go-to-
market strategy that highlight the all-flash vendor’s efforts 
to secure more commitment from its channel partners.

Speaking at the Pure Storage Partner Forum in San Francisco, 
the firm’s global channel chief, Michael Sotnick, announced a new 
partner programme that rewards partners’ investment in building 
a Pure technology practice.

The vendor is switching from a three-tier programme structure 
to just two, replacing its Silver, Gold and Platinum partner tiers 
with two new categories – entry-level Preferred, and Elite.

ElitE partnEr status
Elite partner status will be awarded to partners that demonstrate 
“sales and technical competency, business specialties and ser-
vices, a budgeted marketing plan, as well as meet a minimum 
number of customers secured via the partner”, said Sotnick.

Talking about the reasons for dropping the third tier, he said 
middle-tier partners often “get fatigued” with their position in 
the programme. 

“Distribution across two tiers is more modern, simpler and 
brand-aligned with Pure,” he told Microscope, adding that if any 
partner was unhappy, he would be happy to have “data-driven 

and fact-based conversations” with them about their placement 
when the new structure is introduced on 1 August.

Going one step further, Pure is weeding out partners that do 
not display the level of commitment it requires. It terminated 60 
North American partners in the fourth quarter of 2017 and says it 
may consider doing the same in Emea.

“Making money is a key economic ingredient of what all part-

nerships are ultimately tethered to. It’s about the results. Having 
that RoI [return on investment] and return on that invested dol-
lar is the yardstick we’re going to measure our relationship by,” 
said Sotnick. 

“We do not need partners of convenience in our portfolio. We 
would much rather get one, two, 30, 50 more salespeople within 

ANALYSIS

“distribution across tWo tiers is 
more modern, simpler, and more 

brand-aligned With pure”
MichaeL sotnick, Pure storage
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your organisation, understanding how to present and position 
Pure for the right workload, than sign a partner across the street, 
or across your town or across your country,” he told the 900 part-
ners attending the event.

Meanwhile, Pure is set to introduce a new pricing model for its 
line of FlashArray//X all-flash arrays, which it says will cut out the 
“back and forth” between partners and the vendor. It is eliminat-
ing special pricing and has announced standardised prices and 
discounts with the aim of enabling partners to be more independ-
ent during the sales cycle.

“Partners previously had to go back to Pure to get sizing, scoping, 
configuring and pricing information – now they can move more 
autonomously,” said Pure’s new Emea channel lead, Matthieu 
Brignone. “Partners won’t need to call every time.”

DEcrEasing Discount lEvEls
Bill McGloin, chief technologist of information at Computacenter, 
says it is good that Pure has levelled off the price of FlashArray//X 
and is decreasing discount levels.

“It makes life a bit easier for sales, as you can understand the 
boundaries you’re playing in,” he said. “It will make a difference to 
us having a bit of structure around the programme.”

Sotnick described Pure’s 100% channel strategy as “one of our 
greatest strengths” because of its selective approach to part-
nering. “In a world where the competition is not only the part-
ner companies that are competing for the same real estate and 
budget dollars that you are, but some of the same vendors you 
represent, our 100% channel model is resonating,” he said. PU
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Michael Sotnick, 
Pure Storage: 
“Making money 
is a key economic 
ingredient of what 
all partnerships are 
ultimately tethered to. 
It’s about the results”

ANALYSIS
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Globally, 2017 saw Pure “going after every deal we could”, said 
the company’s vice-president of global sales, Kevin Delane.

Internationally, it grew its business by more than 50%, with 
headcount doubling in Europe, the firm’s fastest-growing region. 
Pure says the UK is its most mature territory, with the all-flash 
array market growing by 10.5%.

Delane singled out NetApp in particular as a legacy storage ven-
dor from which it wants to grab market share. “We have a huge 
opportunity to gain share,” he said. “I truly respect NetApp; they 
are a formidable competitor. I would ask all our partners to give 
us an opportunity to prove we have a better solution than they do. 
Not in every single workload, but we do in certain workloads.

“With FlashBlade, whether it’s rapid restore, whether it’s AI 
[artificial intelligence] or whether its analytics, we’re providing 
everybody here with an opportunity to grow margins and grow 
your overall business as you look to the future.”

Data-cEntric proDucts
Pure placed data front and centre at the event, with the vendor 
declaring that it is now “no longer enough for organisations to 
just be data-driven – they must be data-centric”.

It launched a new range of data-centric products for the enter-
prise, including the FlashArray//X product line, an all-NVMe 
FlashArray//X range that Pure claims “makes everything faster”, 
including databases, virtualised environments, test and develop-
ment initiatives and web-scale applications, at no additional cost.

The vendor also released research that it conducted with MIT 
Technology Review, Evolution 2018 Global Report, which reports 

that 86% of business leaders say data is the foundation for mak-
ing business decisions, while 87% say it is key to delivering results 
for customers.

The report coincided with the launch of AIRI Mini which, pow-
ered by Nvidia, is designed for organisations to enable new data 
science teams and AI projects “to get up and running quickly… at 
a price point that’s accessible for virtually any enterprise”.

“The technology is in a really good place, but initially it was 
always coming into the higher enterprise world. Now it is abso-
lutely there,” said McGloin, who also believes the overall changes 
to the programme are a sign that Pure’s channel engagement is 
now catching up with its technology.

“They have definitely evolved as an organisation, and the part-
nership,” he added. “They have matured as a company in the way 
they engage with partners and the way they present themselves, 
whereas before they were still very much the disrupter, the new 
kid on the block.” n

“We’re providing everybody 
here With an opportunity to 

groW margins and groW  
your overall business”

kevin DeLane, Pure storage

❯Veeam and Pure Storage team up on data protection and production

ANALYSIS
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Here’s some market intelligence that will shock you - 
unless, of course, you’re the mother of a chatbot inven-
tion, such as that by solutions provider Sutherland, 

in which case, the world is your oyster – very few IT service 
employees can explain what they actually do. If this is true, it 
could mean barely anyone in IT has a clue what’s going on.

The study, The bland leading the bland, which I’ve been 
working on for the past 15 years, has concluded that people 
who work for a solutions provider are rarely able to name a 
single problem their company solves.

I know this for a fact, having edited two channel magazines 
and written for MicroScope for a decade and a half. In that 
time, I have sat through endless roundtables, briefings and 
informal chats. In addition, I’ve received an estimated bazillion 
press releases and made endless enquiries to companies and 
their PR representatives.

I can say with confidence that in all that time, only around 
three or four people have ever given any thought to their claim 
to be a solutions provider. 

If you provide business solutions, then you are solv-
ing problems, so it’s not unreasonable to ask what prob-
lems you solve. And yet people are stunned when you ask  
this simple question. 

I’m baffled by this because it should be an easy question to 
answer. People buy technology for one of two reasons: they 
either want to get more work done, or they want to reduce 

OPINION

A case of the 
bland leading  
the bland
With most solution providers unable to explain 
what problems they solve, Nick Booth questions 
whether chatbots hold the answer

http://www.microscope.co.uk
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their admin costs – it’s the top line (higher output) or the bot-
tom line (lower outgoings). In both cases, it’s about money. 

So your technology saves the client money by solving busi-
ness problems, such as making storage more efficient, avoid-
ing security-related downtime, or helping you make more sales 
by weeding out the time wasters.

Not exactly rocket science – and yet, every time you ask a 
solutions provider what they do, they won’t have a simple 
answer. It should be a no-brainer, but it’s often a no can do. It 
will be elevated and it will take days to get an answer, which 
will invariably leave you none the wiser. So, IT resellers and 
service providers have a problem with being articulate.

arE chatbots thE answEr?
Customer experience experts at Sutherland have the solution 
to this problem: chatbots. The company has created them for 
Sony and a variety of health service clients in the US. 

And Sutherland’s Sophia Warwick gives very direct, com-
mon sense answers, even though she has the words “solutions 
architect” in her job title.

Who’d have thought it? Not me. I always thought chatbots 
were the devil’s work. They are limited by the imagination of 
the IT person who wrote them and, as we have come to learn, 
those horizons can be very limited indeed.

But as Sutherland’s European managing director, Sonia 
Sedler, points out, the industry is more people centric now. The 
company is channelling customer service skills into modern 
customer experience chatbots.

“We always ask people what the problem is first, and shape 
everything around that,” says Sedler. 

Humans will never lose their jobs to chatbots because nobody 
could ever recreate the ingenuity of the creative human who 
has great listening skills and empathises with the customer, 
Sedler adds. However, those sorts of people are as rare as 
hen’s teeth in the IT industry.

A chatbot is only ever going to be as good as the person who 
mentors it, according to Sedler. Many chatbots will reflect the 
personalities of the people who created them. You don’t have 
to be technically minded, you just have to know how people 
think in a particular situation and anticipate the sort of ques-
tions they will ask and the hidden meanings behind some 
questions. You have to be able to spot the question they are 
really trying to ask.

If you are fanatical about shopping and have spent years work-
ing in the retail business, you are the perfect person to create 
a customer service chatbot that can guide people through the 
process of buying. The same goes for the health service.

So, people who are good communicators, blessed with natural 
empathy and very particular about the service they are given will 
make great data scientists and could be the mothers of inven-
tion. But where do you find sympathetic people like that?

This is a strategy Britain’s IT channel should adopt. If you ask 
solution providers what problem they solve, they look at you 
as if you are one of those fools that they don’t like to suffer 
gladly. But asking what problem you are solving, as Warwick 
and Sedler have shown, should be the top priority. n

OPINION
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The year 2017 saw many large cyber attacks strike busi-
nesses around the world with devastating effect. As the 
WannaCry and NotPetya ransomware attacks spread to 

hundreds of thousands of computers and disrupted the day-
to-day operations of hundreds of organisations, many compa-
nies woke up to the fact that this could – and probably would 
– happen to them.

After this high-scale disruption left organisations around 
the world without access to the systems they needed to oper-
ate, most businesses are taking a second look at their secu-
rity strategies and questioning whether they would survive the 
same attack.

The focus is now on preventing these attacks, rather than 
discovering the issues and trying to tackle them as they arise, 
which is often too late. 

This is particularly important with the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) having come into force. This 
new regulation places a much greater emphasis on data pro-
tection than previous laws, and introduces hefty punishments 
for companies that don’t adhere to them.

These penalties for non-compliance will force businesses to 
take notice. The regulation has two categories of fines, with 
the highest, which will be issued for serious data breaches, 
at either 4% of turnover or €20m – whichever is higher. The 
lower, but still significant, fine is either €10m or 2% of turnover. 

Non-compliance can also have a serious effect on the rep-
utation of a business. Individuals can make claims against 
private companies more easily, which means that the risk of 

EXPERT VIEW

The value  
of compliance 
in the changing 
security landscape
With an increase in cyber attacks, it‘s important 
to keep note of security compliance standards, 
says Ben Audley, vice-president of sales  
UK and Ireland at Avecto
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not complying fully with GDPR is too great for companies to 
ignore, as both consumers and businesses are far less likely to 
want to do business with organisations that aren’t compliant. 

From our own experience, we know that companies are look-
ing for advice and guidance around robust compliance, and 
security vendors more broadly have stepped up their market-
ing activity to ensure that they can explain how their products 
can protect against exposure to data breaches and tick the 
compliance box.

GDPR may be the most talked about regulation in the chan-
nel currently, but it isn’t the only one that companies, the secu-
rity industry and the channel should know. There are plenty 
of other industry standards – including the Payment Card 
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), UK government 
PSN standards, and MAS Technology Risk Management – that 
many companies need to be compliant with and remain aware 
of if they want to do things right. 

builD on compliancE founDation
In a time of emerging threats and uncertainty when it comes 
to the creation of an effective cyber security strategy, channel 
products that offer a sense of stability by reporting on or meet-
ing compliance standards add significant value. 

It’s more important than ever that the channel works with 
vendors to ensure that organisations are compliant, and, in 
a rapidly shifting security landscape, companies that have  
products they can prove are ahead of the compliance curve 
stand to benefit. 

However, it needs to be clear that adherence to compliance 
standards does not amount to an entire cyber security strategy, 

but it’s certainly a good foundation on which companies can build. 
Businesses can also provide guidance on where companies 

should be focusing their security efforts. For example, many of 
the latest compliance mandates require organisations to adopt 
a least privilege approach and manage admin rights across the 
entire network. 

This is growing in importance as cyber criminals are carrying 
out increasingly sophisticated attacks. With zero-day threats 
arising constantly, companies often don’t know where their 
priorities should lie.

These guidelines also provide a baseline to help businesses 
judge how prepared they are in the event of a data breach or 
cyber attack. The fear of this type of breach is quickly spread-
ing and companies are increasingly wanting to know how they 
can put measures in place in case the worst happens. n

it’s more important than 
ever that the channel Works 
With vendors to ensure that 
organisations are compliant 

With industry standards

EXPERT VIEW
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The good news for the channel is that storage is hot,” 
says Chris Adams, president and chief operating officer 
at Park Place Technologies, citing an InformationWeek 
2018 State of infrastructure study where storage was 

identified as the top factor driving IT infrastructure change. “Enter-
prises and SMEs have a lot more data to host and they are going 
to need new hardware to do it,” he adds. That said, he stresses 
that “the real news isn’t the capacity, it’s the shift in expectations”. 

strategic value
Storage may have long been about archiving, compliance and 
disaster recovery, but with the rise of big data analytics and 
machine learning, “data has taken on strategic value, which 
businesses of all sizes are intent to squeeze for all its insightful 

juice. This trend is pushing customers to prioritise storage per-
formance to a degree not common in the past”.

Adams claims unified storage is losing some of its lustre 
because the jack-of-all-trades approach doesn’t permit the 

SPotlight on whAt’S  
hot in StorAge

Billy MacInnes asks vendors and channel 
companies what storage technologies  

customers are looking for today and  
what they are likely to be asking  

for in the future, and considers how  
prepared channel partners are to deliver, 

implement and support those  
technologies going forward
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storage software necessary to excel in each use case. This is lead-
ing more vendors to offer specialised products for block, file and 
object storage, he says.

Andrew McDade, Fujitsu head of category management data-
centre, defines the differing priorities for SMEs and enterprises. 
SMEs are keen to make the most of their budgets. As a result, 
most vendors “are quoting hybrid solutions to hit budgets”, but 
he predicts wider adoption of all-flash arrays will occur as SSD 
pricing drops. “Traditional hybrid solutions will become less rel-
evant due to reduction of datacentre footprint and higher per-
formance,” he adds.

For their part, enterprises “are exploring deeper integration 
for cloud, hyper-convergence and NVMe over Fabrics solutions. 
Hyper-convergence is becoming more requested and adoption 
is growing. Traditional SAN solutions remain relevant, but hyper-
convergence is usually a starting point for exploration if the data/
apps fit the topology”.

Hyper-converged infrastructure (Hci)
Jason Boxall, Tech Data vice-president, vendors and alliances, 
advanced solutions Europe, says solutions that increase avail-
ability and performance while lowering cost are the most popu-
lar at the moment. 

He identifies hyper-converged storage technology “as the best 
solution for any customer with that brief”, but says “other cus-
tomers do still look to traditional server/storage technology”. 
Hybrid storage arrays are the most popular storage technology 
for the distributor’s customers at the moment.

Boxall notes that while many storage systems offer “cloud tier-
ing” or hybrid cloud capabilities, these are rarely used by its cus-
tomers day-to-day. “In fact, customers tend to consider – and 
then purchase – all-flash systems instead for dedicated applica-
tions, such as high-performance database processing,” he says. 

While some early adopters have taken on hyper-converged 
storage, it’s only for specific purposes – such as new web applica-
tions – and not as their all-purpose platform.

Jason Daly, business development manager at Hammer, agrees 
that HCI is becoming more popular. “Customers are increasingly 
looking for a new breed of hyper-converged infrastructure that 
contains all of the IT services and features an organisation needs,” 
he observes. Hyper-converged infrastructures are “taken to the 
next level” when they include built-in features such as automatic 
disaster recovery, instant local virtual machine (VM) file recov-
ery, native file services, advanced self-healing, built-in file backup 
and improved application performance.

STORAGE TRENDS – PRESENT AND FUTURE

“customers tend to 
purchase all-flash 
systems for dedicated 
applications”
Jason BoxaLL, tech Data
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When it comes to enterprise customers, they are “looking to 
eliminate complexity, increase data protection and maximise 
data RoI”. To this end, they are starting to look at cognitive data 
management solutions to manage their entire data environment. 
Their main goals are data provenance, ongoing data variation, 
multi-copy onsite and off-site data protection, access control, 
version control and high availability.

Peter Yarwood, Emea storage channel sales director at Dell 
EMC, has an unequivocal view on the market. “It’s all about flash. 
We have reached an inflection point where people are moving 
from hard-disk only, into hybrid with flash, and moving to all-flash 
arrays. The ease of management and reliability, coupled with the 
economic value of performance, is what makes flash so exciting 
and a rapidly developing area for channel partners,” he says.

Yarwood notes that flash is more or less comparable with 
hard-disk drives when it comes to pricing, but it’s easier to man-
age and more reliable. “For partners, this means bringing greater 
cost-effectiveness in terms of performance and with large flash 

drives in SME and enterprise-type environments the capacity is 
outstripping the growth in data requirements,” he says. 

In just over 18 months, capacities have increased from 1.7TB to 
14TB, moving to 25TB and 30TB later this year. “Once the tech-
nology becomes economically viable to support and run 30TB 
all-flash drives, you have a very significant technological change 
that channel partners are faced with,” he adds. 

Douglas Soltesz, director of production solutions, SME, at 
Storage Made Easy, believes smaller corporates are shifting to 
cloud-based storage from the likes 
of Google, Amazon and Microsoft 
as part of their continual search 
for “storage options that pro-
vide the continuous uptime 
and guarantee against data 
loss at the best price”. Larger 
enterprises are aiming for 
the same scale-out storage 
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“customers are increasingly looking for a neW breed of 
hyper-converged infrastructure that contains all of the  
it services and features an organisation needs”
Jason DaLy, haMMer
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availability and durability as public cloud, but deploying object 
storage or scale-out filers from companies such as IBM, Cloudian, 
Scality and SwiftStack on-premise. Soltesz argues that because 
“the majority of new storage platforms are API-based, customers 
seek channel partners that are proficient in next-generation stor-
age technology”.

Martin Brown, director for Western Europe at Rubrik, argues 
that cloud has redefined storage and moved it beyond legacy 
capabilities, but businesses have needed a solution that could 
securely support and automate the movement of data across all 

cloud ecosystems to make the most of the new cloud world. As a 
consequence, cloud data management technologies “are becom-
ing an essential part of business operations for user organisations 
and a huge opportunity for channel partners”.

He claims cloud data management can transform stored data 
into a value-creating function. “Whereas legacy systems were 
similar to a vault, with everything of value secured and locked 
away inside, now everything in the vault has a productive purpose 
and is copied somewhere else, making it instantly accessible and 
recoverable should something like ransomware break the lock.”
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Michael Amselem, vice-president for international sales at 
Ctera, claims to have seen strong reseller demand for cloud 
storage-as-a-service offerings, such as secure content collabo-
ration and data protection solutions. Organisations of all sizes 
are seeking to provide users with a range of file services tools 
that make them more productive and more secure in their daily 
work. “This results in high-margin opportunities for VARs, MSPs 
and distributors to deliver comprehensive storage, file sharing 
and backup solutions, and to ride 
the wave of digital transformation 
as businesses re-architect their IT 
strategies and migrate business 
functions to the cloud,” he says.

storage tecHnologies  
of tHe future
“In the next three to five years, 
hybrid systems will be completely 
replaced by native solid-state stor-
age,” says Tech Data’s Boxal. He 
predicts this will increase the need to re-architect the network-
ing and computing tiers and take advantage of the low-latency, 
parallel-access storage. Clients will increasingly look to store 
“cold” data and archive/back up data into the cloud “to maxim-
ise the benefits of pricey – but ultimately ultrafast – on-premise 
flash storage systems”.

He suggests that many clients will seek to use HCI to provide an 
integrated, well-designed, balanced system, as well as cloud-like 

consumption of IT. “This is a very effective way of removing the 
need for system upgrades and the complexity this brings. HCI – 
coupled with hybrid cloud – has the potential to become the pre-
ferred way of deploying IT with SME customers,” he says.

Chris Adams, president and chief operating officer at Park Place 
Technologies, agrees that interest in hybrid arrays will wane as 
all-flash arrays become more popular, and there will be “few 
compelling arguments for complicating systems with HDDs”. 

“No one who has installed SSDs 
is regretting the decision, and there 
is good reason to believe materi-
als shortages are abating,” he says. 
“Costs will start to fall again, leaving 
few barriers to installing flash for 
performance and opex [operational 
expenditure] savings reasons.”

NVMe SSDs will also gain trac-
tion, says Adams, because they 
deliver two to three times the 
performance and about half the 

latency, while only adding 10% to the purchase price of a stor-
age system. “Customers are getting ready to dive in,” he claims. 
“That being said, NVMe is also likely to show up in most product 
lineups, so it won’t be a significant brand differentiator.”

He concurs that hyper-converged infrastructure will also con-
tinue to prove attractive. “The software-centric approach and 
almost Lego-like scaling is a good fit for many datacentres. HCI 
with all-flash is an obvious choice,” says Adams. 
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“hci – coupled With hybrid 
cloud – has the potential to become 

the preferred Way of deploying 
it With sme customers”

Jason BoxaLL, tech Data
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Storage-class memory (SCM) is another potential growth area, 
although he says the price point “may keep a lid on demand for 
now”. But with much faster read/write speed than flash, higher 
input/output operations per second (IOPS), comparable through-
put and granular data access at the bit or word level, it could tempt 
some enterprises. “SCM may be more of a 2019-and-beyond con-
cern, but the channel should begin preparing now,” says Adams.

And while traditional manufacturers such as Dell EMC, HPE, 
IBM and NetApp still have a place, all-flash “has opened the 
doors to newer entrants, such as Pure Storage, and HCI is propel-
ling sales upwards for the likes of Nutanix and others”.

Peter Yarwood, EMEA storage channel sales director at Dell 
EMC, expects to see a great deal of interest in multi-cloud envi-
ronments, and says we’re only seeing the tip of the iceberg now. 
With the internet of things (IoT) and sensors, there will be lots 
and lots of data coming into a central system. “By looking at how 
we can have data at the edge of the IoT environment, moving to 
the core and then into the cloud we have software that can allow 
this data to move through multiple clouds and stretch the storage 
pool,” he says. This delivers the best economic value, security and 
protection, “by developing multiple gold copies of the data across 
a variety of clouds, any of which can be disconnected without 
affecting the others or creating data-heavy backups”.

NVMe and storage-class memory devices will be required to 
support this environment. “As the realities of IoT sensors become 
real, the channel is going to have to provide customers with a dif-
ferent type of device to deliver this distributed storage across the 
edge and at the centre,” adds Yarwood. 

Michael Cade, global technologist at Veeam, predicts that 
“many customers will still want to see simplicity, efficiency and 
performance as they continue to purchase their storage into the 
short-term future”. He argues that storage vendors are starting to 
realise the hardware storage play is not going to be their strength 
in years to come. “As a result, they are branching into software 

and cloud-based storage offerings. Versatility will be a string to 
the bow of the storage vendor to these customers.” Like Boxall 
and Adams, he thinks hyper-convergence will continue to grow 
“because it brings a simple approach to on-premise hardware”.

cHannel preparedness
Cloud data management will also be an important considera-
tion, according to Rubrik’s Brown. “In today’s digital world, the 
demand for cloud data management is only increasing,” he 
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claims. “The channel must work to meet this demand with sup-
ply, not only so that they can sell solutions and maintain higher 
margins, but also so that they can align with their customers’ 
needs and remain relevant within the market.”

Vendors will need to help partners understand how to make the 
change from appliance sales to cloud and shared services models. 
“It’s very much in the interest of vendors to ensure that their part-
ners are fully enabled,” he adds.

Florian Malecki, international product marketing director at 
StorageCraft, says the services model is important. “To succeed 
moving forward, the channel will need to move away from selling 
backup and storage, and replace it with fully integrated solutions 
and services that deliver business continuity and disaster recov-
ery,” he warns. “Channel partners need to offer intelligence to 
data management and backup, plus instant and guaranteed data 
recovery in the event of failure – regardless of where the failure 
happens and where the data is, or was, located.”

Tech Data’s Boxall warns that channel partners will not be able 
to meet future customer demands simply by reselling IT products 
and will need to improve their knowledge moving forward. “With 
converged and hyper-converged solutions, planning, interoper-
ability testing and deployment service opportunities are going 
away,” he notes. 

“Channel partners need to understand their customers’ busi-
ness needs better and to consult and advise on the best ways to 
run business applications accordingly. They will also need to be 
able to help clients navigate multi-cloud environments and pro-
vide services to run and control on-premise operations, as well as 
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monitor cloud usage and optimisation for their clients. This espe-
cially applies to SMEs which have only a very small dedicated IT 
department but still a strong need to run on-premise IT.”

Jason Daly, business development manager at Hammer, says 
there will be a convergence of data protection features along-
side hardware convergence, with further developments of arti-
ficially intelligent metadata-based 
data protection and management 
solutions. 

But he acknowledges that, “in the 
main, channel partners aren’t ready 
to deliver, implement and support 
these forthcoming technologies yet; 
our job as a value-add distributor is 
to help enable them to do this”.

Dell EMC’s Yarwood says part-
ners “are about to face an exponen-
tial leap” in terms of the technology 
available to handle the new streams 
of data coming in, while still having 
to support existing legacy technolo-
gies that may not be so adept at handling larger data volumes. 
“It will be important for partners to keep their lights on and their 
businesses running, while still looking to the future and being able 
to advise their customers as to the best route to use the new tech-
nologies available,” he states.

There’s a balancing act, according to Eran Brown, EMEA 
chief technology officer at Infinidat, between the need to offer 

next-generation solutions and the need to be profitable. “[Partners 
that] find the time and budget to invest in training their employ-
ees on how to plan, design and integrate multi-layered infrastruc-
ture to support their customers will be successful,” he says.

Douglas Soltesz, director of production solutions, SME, at 
Storage Made Easy, is worried that partners aren’t doing enough. 

“When I first started in IT, partners 
and consultants were focusing in 
storage, networking and databases,” 
he recalls. “Unfortunately, today I 
still see a lot of this specialist focus. 
As a result, some channel partners 
aren’t able to grasp the big picture 
to serve enterprise clients.” 

He points to the rapid evolution in 
IT with the emergence of technolo-
gies such as Docker, Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) and erasure coding 
that are disrupting the status quo. 
“We have seen a number of tradi-
tional enterprise storage vendors 

disrupted in revenue recently,” he adds. “The channel needs to 
see this as a sign to start taking new or smaller players in stor-
age seriously.”

Park Place Technologies’ Adams argues that with storage 
becoming more performance-driven and the ecosystem of sup-
pliers becoming more diverse, partners face a number of chal-
lenges in delivering, implementing and supporting the storage 
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technologies customers want now and in the future. With much 
of the storage growth shifting to new market entrants in specific 
areas, there are more brands and more products that partners 
need to be aware of. 

“This makes it harder for a channel partner, especially one tied 
strongly to one or two major OEMs, to offer and support a suf-
ficiently enticing variety of technologies to keep customers at the 
trough, rather than shopping elsewhere for those proficient with 
various emerging best-of-breed manufacturers,” he warns.

And that’s not all. There’s also a shift in some areas from uni-
fied to specialised storage that adds to the complexity, while the 
mixing of compute and storage in HCI could necessitate a gener-
alist’s knowledge. “Add in software-defined storage and artificial  
intelligence-based workload optimisation and channel partners 
will need to leverage hardware and software understanding to 
deliver the performance and support customers expect.”

Storage may well be hot, but if partners don’t get it right, they 
could face a cold future. n
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morning, tariq, tell us WHat you do for a living
I work for an amazing IT company called Jigsaw24 as chief 
technology officer. My team and I design and implement  
IT services for our customers based around Apple devices  
and technologies.

WHy are you tHe rigHt person for tHis job?
I’ve been a CIO at three very different companies and a ser-
vice provider at another three. Prior to joining Jigsaw24, I had 
never used an Apple Mac and believed all the myths about how 
certain things couldn’t run on a Mac. As CIO, I had resisted 
another technology coming into my business. I now know 
Apple technology pretty well, and I’m in a unique position to 
explain to our customers how this can cut their incidents in half 
and give a far better customer experience than PCs. 

WHat gets you up in tHe morning?
I love my job and enjoy working with my team. There is a real 
buzz in providing a service that I know is going to improve cus-
tomers’ business and their users’ experience. I’ve very much 
bought into the Apple mantra about people and products. I 
love tech and I am a people person, and that’s what drives me. I 
also have a wife and three millennials who all need feeding and 
watering, so family is a big driver for me too. 

WHo Helped you get to WHere you are today?
I have learned something from everyone I have worked with 
and have many relationships with people that I have either 

tAriq SAied
jigsaW24

MicroScope puts its  
questions to Tariq Saied,  

chief technology officer  
at Jigsaw24

FIVE-MINUTE INTERVIEW
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worked with or known over the years that last to this day. I 
have seen some fantastic examples of customer service that 
I have been lucky to go on and emulate. I love working for 
Jigsaw24 as it is the “nicest” business I have ever worked for, 
with some of the most decent customers.

WHat is tHe best or Worst business advice  
you Have received and from WHom?
The best advice can be encompassed in the phrase: “Customer 
perception is the only true reality.” I have seen many cases 
where a service provider is 
meeting all of its service-level 
agreements, but the customer 
is still not happy. This leads to 
the second-best piece of advice: 
“If you sign a three-year deal 
and the service is the same in 
year three as it was in year one, 
you have failed.” The simple 
philosophy behind this is that if 
you provide a good service and 
make your customer look good, you will retain the business and 
grow the relationship. That translates to whole life value.

WHat advice Would you give to  
someone starting out today in it?
You have to work hard. IT is not a nine-to-five career and your 
customers and employer will appreciate your efforts. Own your 

role and take responsibility for what you do, and the rewards 
will come. There are very few industries where you can pro-
gress as quickly as you can in IT – you can find success and 
recognition very quickly.  Also note that small kindnesses and 
honesty define you. Above all else, make sure you enjoy it, 
because that’s what gets you up every day.

is it possible to get tHrougH an industry conversation 
WitHout mentioning ‘digital transformation’?
It is, but not if you are playing buzzword bingo in the meet-

ing. For that, it is an absolute must. 
The one I love is “frictionless col-
laboration” in the context of service 
integration and management (Siam) 
models. That said, we still use a lot 
of paper – and therefore transcrip-
tion – so digital transformation is still 
a thing. Especially when you go into a 
retail back office and see a wall full of 
planners and notices and you know 
there is a better way.

WHat does tHe next five years Hold for tHe cHannel?
I believe we’ll see the mainstream use of Apple in enterprise. 
I think we will see more app-based startups focused more on 
business and enterprise. The whole device-as-a-service trend 
will become more mainstream too, and I’ll be working to make 
sure Jigsaw24 is at the forefront of these trends.

FIVE-MINUTE INTERVIEW

❯Click here to read more five-minute interviews online

“if you provide a good service 
and make your customer look 

good, you Will retain the business 
and groW the relationship”

tariq saieD, Jigsaw24
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tell us sometHing most people do not knoW about you
I met the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge (Will and Kate) 
at Kensington Palace after setting up and running the Royal 
Wedding Charity gift website while I was at BT.

WHat goal do you Have to  
acHieve before you die, and WHy?
Personally, I want to be a grandfather and I want to watch 
Manchester United win another Premier League title. 
Professionally, I want to continue to grow our services 

business every year. The former because fam-
ily and football is all-important, and the latter 

because Jigsaw24’s continued success is 
important to me. 

WHat is tHe best book  
you’ve ever read?
I have to name two – Leading by Sir Alex 
Ferguson and The Undisputed Truth by 
Mike Tyson.

FIVE-MINUTE INTERVIEW

“a goal i have before i die  
is to Watch manchester 
united Win another  
premier league title”
tariq saieD, Jigsaw24
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and tHe Worst film you’ve ever seen?
Guardians of the Galaxy 2. Probably not the worst movie ever 
made, but it was so disappointing.

WHat Would be your desert island mp3s?
Forever faithless and The dance by Faithless; 
Nothing like the sun by Sting; and 
Perception by NF. All of these have par-
ticular memories attached to them.

WHat temptation can  
you not resist?
Bread and pastries are my 
guilty pleasure.

WHat Was your first  
car and HoW does it 
compare WitH WHat  
you drive noW?
I had a Hillman Imp and now 
drive a Chrysler Grand Voyager. I 
reckon the Imp was more reliable.

WHo Would you least like to be 
stuck in a lift WitH? WHy, WHat did 
tHey do?
Katie Hopkins – that said, she would probably 
choose me. I don’t really have to explain, do I?

if you could be any animal for a day,  
WHat Would you be and WHy?

An eagle. I would like to be near the top of the  
food chain and I would love to fly.

if you Were facing aWesome peril 
and impossible odds, WHicH  

real or fictional person  
Would you most Want  

on your side and WHy?
Harvey Specter, from the TV 
series Suits – that bloke can 
get out of anything.

and finally, a grizzly  
bear and a silverback 
gorilla are getting  
ready for a no-Holds-
barred rumble. WHo is  

your money on and WHy?
The gorilla every time – I’ve 

seen all the Planet of the 
Apes movies and those apes 

are smart. I also once went to 
the safari park and watched an ape 

destroy the washer jets on my car, and 
he knew exactly what he was doing. The bear 

wouldn’t stand a chance. n

“bread and  
pastries are my  

guilty pleasure”
tariq saieD, Jigsaw24

FIVE-MINUTE INTERVIEW
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Is it time for us to redefine fulfilment?
Mark Woolman, Emea channel director, RSA Security
While at an event recently, it was clear from conversations with 
vendors that they are increasingly hungry for partners that will 
deliver incrementals. In fact, many vendors plan to scale back 
investment in fulfilment partners as a result of this emphasis.

I can see the reasoning for this – it means business is brought to 
your door. What’s not to like? But I also feel that such vendors may 
be drastically under-appreciating the value that fulfilment part-
ners offer. This led me to think – is it time to redefine fulfilment?

One of the issues I have with the term “fulfilment” is that it acts 
as a catch-all for any business that is channelled into the partner 
ecosystem. It implies, often wrongly, that it is a purely transac-
tional relationship. Being in the cyber security sector, I know from 
experience that there is no such thing as a transactional sale in 
relation to high-end technical products.

Fulfilment partners provide tremendous added value. From tech-
nical advice and implementation, through to ongoing services and 

support. These are the areas that vendors lean on their channel to 
provide. Not to mention the strong relationships developed with 
customers that, ultimately, drive future revenues. Essentially, the 
channel helps us look good and retain business.

Yet many fulfilment partners also help to bridge an even greater 
void: the “gap of grief” – the term we use to describe organisa-
tions’ challenges in communication and business understanding.

The world of technology comes with its own language, and 
security has a dialect all of its own. This means that many techni-
cal teams struggle to communicate risk within their business. 

Whether it’s an insecure server that holds General Data 
Protection Regulation-relevant personally identifiable informa-
tion data, or a complex algorithm that is driving up excessive 
compute power, IT and security teams often fail to explain the 
practical business impact of such flaws. Instead, they “talk techni-
cal” (even when senior management’s eyes are glazing over). 

This lack of understanding can have serious repercussions. It is 
impossible for the business to make a true risk assessment on 

CHANNEL COMMENT
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something they do not understand. One of the greatest assets of 
those working in the channel is that they have the technical and 
business understanding to know how to best apply technology to 
address this “gap of grief”. 

As the channel continues to mature, we are seeing more of our 
partners taking a business-driven approach, talking to customers 

about their challenges, understanding the organisational drivers 
and then working to find out how technology might be applied. 
These skills are essential to modern enterprises, and it is here that 
we see the true value of fulfilment shine through. 

By taking a business-driven approach, fulfilment partners are 
able to build trust with customers, gain a true picture of their chal-
lenge and satisfy the needs of the business – rather than just IT. As 
a result, we are seeing such partners move up into a far more stra-
tegic position as a trusted adviser, helping businesses to achieve 
their individual organisational goals. It is here that the true value is 
uncovered, as customers engage with their partners and use their 
expertise to communicate with internal stakeholders and build 
robust IT and security environments.

So do we need to redefine fulfilment? To some extent, we do. Yet 
perhaps more importantly, as vendors, we need to gain a greater 
understanding and respect for our fulfilment channel. A business-
driven fulfilment partner is a valuable asset for any vendor. n

CHANNEL COMMENT

“fulfilment partners can build 
trust With customers, gain a 

true picture of their challenge 
and satisfy the business’s needs”

Mark wooLMan, rsa security
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